The problem of remote estimation of chlorophyll content in vegetation is considered. A lot of reflectance spectra have been recorded for winter wheat leaves with various chlorophyll content. The plots of the 1-st derivative of reflectance spectral curves have been computed and analysed in respect interrelation with pigment content. The ratio of two maxima in the plots has been revealed as a correlating characteristic, which was used for chlorophyll estimation. To diminish the level of noise in 1-st derivative plots, producing by measuring system, the computing procedure have been applied by Savitzky and Golay formula using 2-d order polynomial estimation of 9-point convolution. Application of genetic algorithm to search of maximum positions in 1-st derivative plots has been tested with a positive result. Pair and multiple regression as well as neural net approach have been tested for estimation of chlorophyll content.
INTRODUCTION
Chlorophyll content in high plant leaves is an important characteristic showing on plant status. For example, pigment level correlates with power of photosynthetic apparatus and may be used for yield prognosis. Influence of various stresses on photosynthetic apparatus, first of all, induces changes in chlorophyll content. This phenomenon allows to develop effective approaches to fast revealing stresses in phytocenosesis of various types, using remote estimates of chlorophyll content and its dynamics. It is well known that reflectance spectra of plant leaves in an optical range are the most informative in respect to chlorophyll content due to the fact that they are formed because of specific spectrum of the pigment. Moreover, these spectra are the suitable characteristic for remote measurements.
Therefore, an idea to apply this characteristic for realization of agrocenosis monitoring and other types of plant canopies seems to be very attractive. Now there are numerous formulae based on regression relations to calculate chlorophyll concentration in leaves by various spectral coefficients of reflectance or their combinations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Practically, all of them are effective enough when chlorophyll concentration is measured under laboratory conditions. When chlorophyll determination is performed for «soil-vegetation» system then estimation results may be distorted. The main cause is a contribution of soil reflectance. There are several approaches to minimize this type of noise by using complex vegetation indices that include components for correction of soil interference [7] [8] [9] . Their application demands measurements of additional parameters of the system, such as leaf index and spectral coefficients of soil reflectance. This condition makes the procedures low effective and moreover, the problem is not solved completely because of variability of soil reflectance, for example, on dependence on its moisture. Therefore, it is very important to develop effective methods acceptable for chlorophyll measurement in the "soil-vegetation" system. Application of high resolution spectroscopy for remote sensing of vegetation 10 has displayed new characteristics correlating with chlorophyll content. It appeared that a position of the, so called, red edge in spectral curves of reflectance and the shape of this spectral region were dependent on pigment concentration. Various characteristics of red edge region (680-800 nm) have been used. Position of maximum in the 1-st derivative plot of reflectance spectral curve 11 and position of red edge were found to be in regression relation with chlorophyll content using the 1st derivative characteristics it needs to solve the following problems: 1) to have such level of noise in the 1st derivative plots which permits to distinguish two maxima, 2) to develop an algorithm for automatic determination of maximum positions which vary depending on chlorophyll concentration as well, 3) to select appropriate characteristics and computing procedure to calculate chlorophyll content, 4) to develop the procedure to minimize a soil reflection contribution. This work is devoted to solving the problems 1-3.
Methodology

Plant object, spectral and biochemical measurements
Leaves of two varieties of winter wheat were studied during the experiments, and appropriate measurements had been collected. Variations of chlorophyll content were caused by differences in mineral nutrition and plant age during vegetation. Reflectance spectra were measured with spectrophotometer SF-10 (USSR) equipped with integrating sphere. The recording system allowed to obtain the spectra in digital form. The spectra were recorded with the increment of 1 nm in the range of 680-750 nm. The pieces of the wheat leaves used for recording of reflectance spectra, and the data were used for chlorophyll determination by chemical method by Arnon 18 .
Data treatment
Preliminary processing of experimental data
The preliminary data processing is based on application of smoothing procedure proposed in 19, 20 . To perform data smoothing we used several moving windows of different size: 5, 7 and 9 point windows. After data smoothing the 1-st derivative was computed using 2-d order polynomial estimated by making use of LS procedure. For this purpose another moving window was applied to smoothed data. Next, the resulting first derivative curve was used to determine estimates of chlorophyll content.
Estimation of chlorophyll content in vegetation
To determine estimates of chlorophyll content in vegetation the following approaches were applied: regression equations of different structure and neural nets.
RESULTS
It was established during the experiments that the noise level inherent to our measuring system was about 0.15% of maximum signal. After computing the 1-st derivative of spectral curves, the level of noise increased depending on the type of calculation procedure applied. Using of formulae with 5-and 9-piont moving windows and approximation by 2-nd degree polynomials 19 we could see about 4% and 1% noise at maximum signal level, respectively. Preliminary smoothing of spectral curve with 5, 7 and 9-point windows revealed their low effectiveness: the noise levels were 0.07; 0.05 and 0.05% of maximum signal for these procedures, respectively. As the 9-point window procedure for computing the 1-st derivative appeared acceptable with respect to distinguishing of maxima, it was selected for processing a large set of spectral curves collected with spectrometer. Fig. 1 shows several plots of the 1-st derivative of reflectance spectral curves recorded for winter wheat leaves with various chlorophyll concentration Visual estimation of the plots shows that the ripples are insignificant. As it has been reported earlier 15 , there are two maxima in the 1-st derivative plots. Ratio of maximum intensity is appreciably dependent on chlorophyll content in leaves. Its value approaches 1 for chlorophyll content of about 5 mg/dm 2 ; it becomes greater than 1 for larger pigment concentrations and less than 1 for lower concentrations.
Calculation of chlorophyll content
Regression equation 1 (paired regression). The ratio of intensities in two maxima of the 1-st derivative plots of reflectance spectra was used to construct a regression equation with dependent variable in left-hand-side. The simple regression equation used is x a a z
where z is estimate of chlorophyll; Fig. 1 are shown in Table 1 .
To determine positions of maximum necessary for computing x in regression (1), genetic algorithm (GA) was applied, which allows to find the maxima even if the data curve is ill-conditioned, i.e. contains substantial ripples. GAs do not impose restrictions on the problem being solved such as continuity of goal functional, unimodality or smoothness of its surface. Also, the structure of optimizing GA does not depend on the solved problem context. Generally the estimation problem could be divided into two following sub-problems: implementation of genetic algorithm and interpreting of the results received. Fig.1 . Plots of first derivatives of reflectance spectra for winter wheat leaves versus wavelength.
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5093 375 The solution form that is generated by GA remains unchanged for any kind of a problem -this is a sequence of bits of predetermined length. The sequence length and type of its interpreting depends on the problem nature. An advantage of GA is in its low sensitivity to noises of various origin. Computational expenses for implementing GA are much lower than for, say, classic optimization procedures such as modified Newton-Raphson or FP (Fletcher-Powell) procedure. Comparison of results is demonstrated by Table 1 . There is no substantial difference observed between maxima found by simple search procedure and GA. This is explained by effectiveness of the smoothing achieved due to application of selected procedure of 1-st derivative computing. . Here one experiment is referred to one spectrum measurement session and one estimate of chlorophyll content found by applying chemical test. Number of independent variables in equation (2) is much higher than in equation (1) what makes it logically suitable to description of the first derivative plots. The larger is the number of independent variables the higher should be degree of adequacy of equation (2) Application of equation (2) to estimation of chlorophyll content by our spectral curves, provides the results given in Table 2 . (2), exhibit lower quality than the estimates computed via equation (1), though with the number of dependent variables equal to 12 mean squared error of estimation is comparable to the MSE computed for equation (1): 0.198 and 0.231, respectively. Further study of regression approach to estimation is required, ithis method seems to be promising with increasing the number of independent variables.
Regression equation 2 (multiple regression). The second regression equation was constructed in the form
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Neural net.
As an alternative to regression model we have examined possibility of application of a neural net to determining estimates of chlorophyll content. In many cases neural nets exhibit robustness with respect to noise of various origin, and provide acceptable estimates when regression works poorly. A multilayer neural net approach was applied. It includes one input layer; two, three or more hidden layers, and one output layer. The input layer is a distributor of input sequence } ..., , ..., , 1 { J j for 1 n neurons of the first hidden layer. Each neuron has its weighting coefficient 1 ,n j K which form a matrix of weighting coefficients. The products formed by each neuron are summed and applied to the input of non-linear sigmoid type element. Outputs of the sigmoid elements are applied to inputs of the second hidden layer of the network and so on. The output layer of the net consists of a number of neurons, which corresponds to the number of classes each of which includes definite selected values of chlorophyll estimates. The large is the number of classes the lower is error of estimate of chlorophyll content. Number of neurons in each layer, number of layers, coefficients 1 ,n j K , functions of non-linear elements are adjusted in the process of constructing specific net. There are several approaches to determine minimum and maximum number of neurons for a net. To estimate a number of neurons in hidden layers we used the expression for estimating necessary number of synaptic weights 21 :
where n is a dimension of input signal; m is dimension of output signal; N number of elements of training sample. Then necessary number of neurons in hidden layers for a two later net is:
(4) Other parameters are determined during the training process when the net is fed with representative spectral data and estimates of chlorophyll content produced by chemical analysis. To determine the coefficient values and parameters of non-linear functions were used the training procedures given in table 3. As an effectiveness indicator of the neural net functioning were selected statistical characteristics of net response to training and control sequences. The approach, based on a neural net, does not require a priory knowledge of decision rules. Though, depending on a net structure it could be constructed robust with respect to disturbances (noise) of various nature. It is also important to stress that they do not require estimating of a model structure what is usually done when regression approach is applied. Quality of neural net models studied was estimated by mean deviation t S of estimates of chlorophyll concentration determined by chemical analysis using them as training samples; and by mean deviation c S of chlorophyll content determined by application of a net (Table 4) . Application of neural nets shows that generally they provide different results for different types of training algorithms. The best results in our esperiments were achieved with application of back-propagation + Fletcher-Powell optimization training procedure with mean deviation of estimate 0.7528, and 0.8031 for scaled conjugate gradient algorithm. In some cases (#5, and #7) number of iterative training cycles is very high. Also it is clear that application of nueral nets still require further research with respect to refining a net structure aiming to improving of estimates.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiments performed showed that the ratio of maxima in the 1-st derivative plot from reflectance spectral curve is a parameter, which is highly correlated with chlorophyll content. At 0.15% noise of measuring system the 9-point procedure with approximation by 2-d order polynomials by Savitsky and Golay, is acceptable to distinguish two main maxima in the 1-st derivative plot. Their positions may be determined with high efficiency using a genetic algorithm. Paired linear regression equation permits to determine chlorophyll content with the error not exceeding 4%. Multiple regression equation (2) was less effective, but increasing the number of independent variables improves the estimates substantially. A neural net approach could be used for chlorophyll estimation as well, however it provided lower quality estimates than regression in our particular case. This result could be explained by the fact that we used conventional net structure. Perhaps, special types of nets could be adjusted for this specific problem to obtain better results, and further research in this direction is required. Another promising approach to approximation of the first derivative curves could be the use of orthogonal polynomials, and application of image recognition techniques for estimation of chlorophyll content in vegetaion.
